
The first thing I did to start my project was to research into different night outs 

from different peoples points of view. I explored more on instead of going for a 

night out in the big cities and getting drunk, going out for a country walk and 

seeing the stars and listening to the sounds of nature 

I viewed a selection of YouTube videos to get some inspiration for my project 

and came across this stop motion animation with shows a girl walk though the 

grass at night time. I have always liked stop motion animations because I think 

they look affective and are a good way of expressing ideas 

(Next slide) 

After deciding I wanted to show my ideal night out would be a walk in the 

country and to involve stop motion animation. I looked into creating my own 

walk sequence to have a silhouette of a person walking though the city and 

the county and giving the impression that the walk in the county was better. 

After researching the walk cycle I tried creating my own on my IPad. I used an 

App called Animation HD it allows you to import images and play them in a 

loop to show your animation. I used Sketchbook Pro to draw to images then 

used Animation HD to play them in a loop.  I liked the idea of drawing 

everything on my Ipad and animating it so I stuck with that idea.  

(Show Walk Cycle) 
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After doing my Walk Cycle I made all the images I would use in my Final 

piece. I have drawn all my images in Sketchbook Pro on the IPad.     

(Next Slide) 

After making my images I could import them into after effects and start 

animating my project. In the beginning of my animation I got the person to 

walk though the city. I made it look like there was flashing lights coming from 

the buildings. I used loud music as well. I then animated the person to walk 

pasted the city and into a countryside park. I animated stars to twinkle and 

used calming music in the background.  I used many techniques and effects to 

create my project and I learnt lots of new skills.  
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